Parliamentary Government in England
conditions which he regarded as essential. The people,
he thought, must, as a mass, have the habit of deference;
and he regarded the institution of the monarchy as a
"myth" which, by its magic influence, persuaded them
to accept the rule of their betters. "They fancy," he
wrote, "they are governed by an hereditary queen, a
queen by the grace of God, when they are really governed
by a cabinet and a parliament—men like themselves,
chosen by themselves. The conspicuous dignity awakens
the sentiment of reverence, and men, often very undigni-
fied, seize the occasion to govern by means of it"
We need not deny the influence of the monarch's
person in unifying the sentiment of a nation. But it is
obvious enough that Bagehot's myth, in fact, goes a very
little way. For, historically, myths of this kind are only
successful so long as, beneath their aegis, the "efficient"
part of a constitution, as he termed it, is able to do its
work successfully; and this, in its turn, depends upon the
ability of the system, as it functions, to satisfy the legi-
timate expectation of citizens. Where it does not, as with
Charlies I or Louis XVI, or Nicholas II, the ability of the
myth to do its work of conviction vanishes pretty rapidly*
A successful myth operates only where a regime is secure;
it collapses as that regime is undermined*
Underlying Bagehot's insistence on the importance of
the "dignified" part of a constitution, there was a deeper
apprehension, hardly, perhaps, made fully articulate,
which is more impoitant. Bagehot, it must be remembered,
wrote before the maturity of trade unions, before, al$0j
the Education Act of 1870 had exercised any effect upon
the population. He doubted the compatibility of repre-
sentative government with universal suffrage* He was
afraid of the ignorance of the multitude. The combination
of the lower class might, he thought, drive their "betters"
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